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ABSTRACT
Parsing an American Sign Language Corpus with Combinatory
Categorial Grammar
Michael Albert Nix
Department of Linguistics, BYU
Master of Arts
Research into parsing sign language corpora is ongoing. Corpora for German Sign
Language and Italian Sign Language have been parsed (Bungeroth et al., 2006; Mazzei, 2011,
2012, respectively). However, research into parsing a corpus of American Sign Language is
non-existent. Examples of parsed ASL sentences in literature are typically isolated examples
used to show a particular type of construction. Apparently no attempt has been made to
parse an entire corpus of American Sign Language utterances. This thesis presents a method
for constructing a grammar so that a parser implementing Combinatory Categorial Grammar
can parse a corpus of American Sign Language. The results are evaluated and presented.

Keywords: American Sign Language, ASL, corpus, Categorial Grammar, computational
parsing
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Computational parsing has been explored for many languages, for example: German
(Brants et al., 2002), Japanese (Kawahara et al., 2002) and Italian Sign Language (Mazzei,
2011). For these languages, language data exists in the form of corpora that provide resources
enabling researchers to study and analyze those languages. Parsing corpus data is useful,
for example, in machine translation (Vanderwende et al., 2015). Very few corpora exist for
American Sign Language.
American Sign Language (ASL) is becoming more of an interest to researchers as more
language data is made available. Research using ASL corpora with relation to parsing is as
yet an under-explored endeavor. The research carried out in this thesis parses a well-known
ASL corpus implementing a syntactic approach called Combinatory Categorial Grammar.
This is apparently the first attempt at parsing a relatively large corpus of ASL to date.
When parsed sentences of ASL are presented in literature, they usually demonstrate a
particular construction or point of interest. These examples are typically presented following
the X-bar schema for syntactic constituency. Fewer parsed examples exist of ASL sentences
being analyzed with Combinatory Categorial Grammar, and only a few researchers have
investigated syntactic constructions in ASL using Combinatory Categorial Grammar (Kuhn,
2016; Wright, 2008). In order to parse the ASL corpus for this thesis, the parsing program
OpenCCG was utilized, and I constructed a grammar of ASL for OpenCCG.
I will show that Combinatory Categorial Grammar is suitable for parsing a corpus
of American Sign Language gloss, which apparently has not been done before. I will also

1

show that Categorial Grammar can provide analyses for a wide range of interesting ASL
constructions.
The benefit of this work can help give researchers another tool to use in describing
ASL constructions. It can be used in machine translation efforts, as has been done for Italian
Sign Language (Mazzei, 2011, 2012).
This document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a review of literature of American
Sign Language structure; different syntactic theories and parsing approaches; an in-depth
discussion on Combinatory Categorial Grammar; related work; and ASL corpora. Chapter 3
discusses preparing the data; the approach taken to build the grammar; running OpenCCG;
and refining the grammar. Chapter 4 presents several generated parse results that contain
different syntactic structures and features. Chapter 5 is a discussion of the evaluation process.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the limitations and proposed future work.

2

Chapter 2
Literature Review

This chapter begins with a general discussion of American Sign Language (ASL).
The structure of ASL along with different types of constructions are presented. After this
discussion a review of literature on syntactic theories and parsers is given. The main bulk of
the section on syntactic theories and parsers focuses on Combinatory Categorial Grammar.
The parsing program used in this thesis, OpenCCG, is also mentioned. The last section is on
corpora, in particular sign language corpora.

1

American Sign Language

1.1

Background

Formal linguistic investigations into American Sign Language began in earnest in the 1960s
beginning with Stokoe (1960). Sign Language Structure was the first publication to give the
same type of rigorous study to a signed language as had been given previously to spoken
languages. In it, Stokoe proposed that signs are composed of discriminant elements which
are analyzable (Stokoe, 1960, p. 33). He proposed that ASL has distinct phonology1 and
morphology. Later, Stokoe (1970) would demonstrate that ASL also has underlying syntactic
structure.
The modality in which ASL is transmitted is obviously different than that of English.
ASL is a manual-visual language whereas English is an oral-aural language. The visual
1

Stokoe proposed the term cherology in place of phonology.
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component of ASL allows for information to be encoded in multiple channels, i.e. non-manual
markers such as facial expressions, head tilt, and eye-gaze.
ASL linguistic researchers have developed systems which can encode all the information
from non-manual markers and manual signs in an orthographic representation. The common
practice for writing ASL is to use a gloss. ASL gloss uses English words but maintains the
word order for ASL. The standard convention is to use small capital letters when writing
the gloss, as shown in Example (1). Some glosses will have additional tags affixed to them.
Some of these include a #, fs-, +, and : followed by a lowercase letter. The # typically
indicates that the word whose gloss the symbol is affixed to was finger-spelled. Likewise, the
fs- preceding gloss indicates that the word was finger-spelled. + affixed to the end of a sign
usually means that sign was reduplicated or somehow continued on.
(1)

fs-john fs-mary love
‘As for John, Mary loves him.’

1.2

Structure

The basic constituent order for ASL is Subject-Verb-Object. Example sentence (2) shows
this pattern: the subject precedes the verb and the object follows. There is no other possible
interpretation for the word order from the example given in (2).
(2)

teach+agent like chocolate
‘The teacher likes chocolate.’

Although ASL is an SVO language, different patterns are possible. As explained hereafter,
sentences which have topicalized elements, wh-words, and subject or object pro-drop involve
other orders. When this is the case indicators mark the affected constituents. These indicators
are realized as various non-manual markers.
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Non-Manual Markers
Non-manual markers (NMMs) are important and even necessary for correct grammatical
constructions for certain syntactic structures in ASL. Facial expressions, eye-gaze, eyebrow
movement, head tilt, body position, and mouth movement all come together with signing to
form correct ASL (Herrmann and Steinbach, 2011). Non-manual markers each have their
own role in sign language:
They express a variety of lexical, morphosyntactic, prosodic, semantic, and
pragmatic functions such as attributive, adverbial, and aspectual modification,
negation, sentence types, reported speech, constructed action, and information
structuring (Herrmann and Steinbach, 2011, p. 3).
NMMs give signed languages their multi-channeled character. In aural-oral languages
the type of information carried by NMMs is expressed via the syntax, morphology, pitch,
tone, and prosody. Sign language discourse participants must pay attention to what the
hands are signing as well as to what the face is producing. For example, relative clauses,
topicalization, and negation all rely upon NMMs. Subtle movement with lips, eye brows, and
head tilt are strongly associated with relative clause constructions in ASL (Liddell, 1980).
NMMs are indicated in the gloss by a line and a subscript label above the lexical
items which they have scope over. Table 2.1 contains the names of NNMs along with their
reference labels and a description.
NNM
Relative Clause

Label
rc

Rhetorical Question/Wh-word
Topic
Negation

rhq/wh

t
N eg

Description
Indicates the scope of the relative clause.
Indicates the scope of a wh-question.
Used in constructions where the signer
provides an answer to the question just
asked.
Indicates that a sign has been topicalized.
Indicates the scope of negation.

Table 2.1: Non-manual marker labels
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Relative Clauses
Relative clauses are identifiable by the associated NMMs produced in conjunction with the
manual signs. The NMMs scope over the portion of the utterance which composes the relative
clause and help to disambiguate the type of relative clause. ASL has both internally and
externally headed relative clauses (Wilbur, 2017). Aside from NMMs identifying relative
clauses, two manual markers help in identifying relative clauses: complementizers and relative
pronouns (Wilbur, 2017, p. 5-6).
The complementizer that may be used within a relative clause. However, sentences
with an overt that as a complementizer are considered to be “Englishy”, so it is not usually
signed. The second way to identify relative clauses with manual markers is with relative
pronouns. Relative pronouns may be identifiable by their agreement morphology (Wilbur,
2017). Person is typically notated by using ‘1’ for first, ‘2’ for second, and ‘3’ for third, e.g.
ix-1p, ix-2p, ix-3p. ix is an index marker indicating the referent being pointed to by the
index finger. In addition to person numbering, letters may be affixed to help disambiguate
referents, e.g. ix-3p:i, ix-3p:j, ix-3p:k, ix-3p:l, etc. The example in Figure 2.1 comes from
the ASL corpus.
rc

cat chase #dog

ix-3p:i eat mouse/fiction

‘The cat that chased the dog ate the mouse.’
Figure 2.1: A sentence with a relative clause
The line above cat chase #dog indicates the scope of the NMMs distinguishing
that part of the utterance as the relative clause. cat is the nominal head of the relative
clause. ix-3p:i serves as a type of relative pronoun which links the relative clause to the
matrix clause. ix-3p:i serves as the subject of the matrix clause but it also stands in relation
to cat. The pronoun in this instance may be acting like a resumptive subject, present to fill
in for cat.
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Topicalization
ASL is a topic-comment language. The process of topicalization may affect the underlying SVO
syntactic ordering. Aarons (1994) presents evidence for three different types of topicalization
in ASL. Her evidence includes examples of two types of based-generated topics and moved
topics. The effect of the different types of topicalizations upon word ordering makes ASL
look very different from English.
Base-Generated Topics2
The primary characteristic that identifies a based-generated topic is that the topic “does not
constitute an argument of the main verb” (Aarons, 1994, p. 152). The topicalized element
in Example (3) is not an argument of the verb like since the argument position is already
occupied by corn. However, there is a type of semantic relationship between the topic and
the verb’s argument corn: class-element
(3)

vegetablet , john like corn
‘As for vegetables, John likes corn.’

Similarly, (4) has an object overtly expressed in the argument position of the verb. In this
example though, the topic is coreferential with the object pronoun ix-3rd (indicated by the
coindexed i ):
(4)

maryti , john like ix-3rdi
‘As for Mary, John likes her.’

Aarons (1994) argues that the topics in (3) and (4) are not arguments of the main clause
verb and thereby could not have moved from an object position to the topic position. The
conclusion is then that these topics were base-generated in a sentence-initial position.

2

The examples in this section come from Aarons (1994).
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Moved Topics
Example (5) shows a topicalized noun that has moved from its original argument position.
(5)

maryt , john love
‘Maryi , John loves ei .’

The topicalization movement operation changes the SVO ordering to OSV. mary, which is
the object of love, moved from its argument position into the topic position.
Negation
Negation in American Sign Language is formed from two parts: a non-manual marker, i.e. a
headshake, and an optional manual sign. The NMM accompaniment is obligatory. When
negation is used, a headshake occurs coextensively with the manual negation sign. The NMM
has scope over the part that is being negated. This allows for only the NMM (+neg) to
be overtly expressed with no negative manual sign being produced and still have the same
interpretable effect. Examples (6), (7) and (8) all come from Neidle et al. (2000, p. 45).
(6)

*john [not]N eg buy house

(7)

*john [+neg]N eg buy house

(8)

john [+neg]N eg buy house

N eg

Example (6) shows that when only the manual sign is produced the utterance is ungrammatical.
Example (7) shows that when the NMM does not spread across the entirety of what is being
negated, the utterance is, again, ungrammatical. When the NMM scopes over the entire
constituent being negated, as in (8), then the manual sign is not mandatory, and the utterance
is grammatical.
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pro-drop
American Sign Language is a pro-drop language. Lillo-Martin (1986) shows that ASL can
have null subjects and null objects in tensed finite clauses. Example (9) is a subject pro-drop
and (10) is an object pro-drop construction.
(9)

shoot:i fs-frank
‘(He/She) shoots Frank.’

(10)

fs-john shoot:j
‘John shot him/her/it.’

Wh-words
Wh-words and their associated movement in ASL have been studied exclusively using X-bar
theory (Aarons, 1994; Neidle et al., 1998b; Petronio and Lillo-Martin, 1997). There is debate
as to whether wh-words undergo rightward or leftward movement in ASL. Petronio and
Lillo-Martin (1997) argue that wh-words undergo leftward movement whereas Neidle et al.
(1998a) argue that wh-words undergo rightward movement. Petronio and Lillo-Martin also
propose that in the process of movement a wh-word can have a copy of itself, dubbed a
“wh-twin”, which can either be overtly expressed or elided. The appearance of wh-words in
various locations in sentences, along with ASL allowing pro-drop , can give rise to different
surface structures that diverge from an SVO ordering.
To illustrate various positioning of wh-words in ASL sentences3 , (11), (12) and (13)
illustrate when the wh-word can remain in situ. The sentences in Examples (11) and (13) have
wh-words in object position, and the sentence in (12) has the wh-word in subject position.
(11)

fs-john love what
‘What does John love?’

3

The examples in this section come from the NCSLGR Corpus unless otherwise stated.
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(12)

who love fs-john
‘Who loves John?’

(13)

fs-john see who yesterday
‘Who did John see yesterday?’

Word re-ordering occurs when a wh-word is topicalized or placed into focus position. Example
(14) is composed of two utterances. The first utterance is a question; the second is the answer.
The NMMs associated with this utterance have been annotated in the NCSLGR Corpus as
reflecting a rhetorical question. This changes the SVO order to OSV.
(14)

who fs-john see part:indef

rhq/wh

fs-mary

‘Who did John see? Mary.’
Wh-words may also appear in sentence-final position. Example (15) comes from the NCSLGR
Corpus and (16) comes from Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997). Neidle et al. (1998b) argue
that the wh-word moved rightward to the sentence-final position. Petronio and Lillo-Martin
(1997) argue that (16) is a double construction wh-element where the overt wh-word is in
focus position with its twin null, a pro-drop subject. The end result is that (15) has VOS
word order and (16) has VO wh-twin.
(15)

like chocolate who
‘Who likes chocolate?’

(16)

proe buy car who
‘Who bought the car?’

Another operation called doubling can cause two wh-words to be present in the same utterance.
Example (16) is, according to Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997), an instance of wh-word
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doubling with the in situ wh-word nully expressed. Example (17) is an example of wh-word
doubling where the wh-word appears sentence-initially and sentence-finally.
(17)

who fs-john love who
‘Who, who does John love?’

Passives
Janzen et al. (2001) present arguments for—and evidence of—the passive construction in
ASL. They provide an outline for identifying passives based upon the evidence that ASL
forms passive constructions via spatial morphology and non-manual marker cues rather than
word order. Sentences which are active can be made to be passive by one of two ways: (1)
placing focus on the patient by taking the point of view of the “patient rather than the agent”
(Janzen et al., 2001, p. 283), and (2) demoting the subject-agent by omitting it. A transitive
verb that begins at the spatial locus of an agent can start from an empty locus, thereby the
verb is not being associated with an agent. Example (18) is a passive construction found in
the NCSLGR Corpus.
(18)

something/one car steal
‘Someone’s car was stolen.’

2

Syntactic Theories and Parsers

Parsing maps linear sequences of input tokens (usually words and sentences) into a model
of the hierarchical structure that underlies language. Different parsers implement analyses
proposed by different syntactic theories. Chomsky (1956) introduced phrase structure rules
as a component of context-free grammars (CFGs). Phrase structure rules define how words
and constituents combine. CFGs are defined by a four-tuple specification: N, Σ, R, and S.
Table 2.2 sets out the formal definition of the four-tuple (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, p. 391)
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N
Σ
R

S

is a set of non-terminal symbols
is a set of terminal symbols
is a set of production rules; each rule has the form of A → β
A is a non-terminal
S
β is a string of symbols composed from the set (Σ N )
is a start symbol
Table 2.2: Definition of the CFG four-tuple

2.1

Parsing Strategies

There are many different formal approaches to syntactic parsing. The X-bar schema is very
prevalent in linguistic literature due to its effectiveness at representing syntactic structure
(Chomsky, 1970; Jackendoff, 1977). X-bar theory utilizes phrase structure rules in generating
a parse, i.e. syntax trees. This theory allows constituent heads to project up to immediate
dominating nodes. The nodes formed from projections may themselves combine to form
another constituent projection. This continues until the entire parse tree is formed.
Two other parsing strategies are shallow parsing and chunk parsing. Shallow parsing
is used to capture only specific parts of a string that is of interest instead of parsing out the
entire string. For tasks that do not require fully generated parses, shallow parsing is a good
alternative. Li and Roth (2001) demonstrate that under certain conditions for specific tasks
shallow parsing performs as well as a full parser. Chunk parsing is similar to shallow parsing
in that parts of the string are grouped, or chunked, together to form a larger constituent.
Unlike shallow parsing, however, the entire string is parsed. The parser will chunk together
the tokens in the string which form a unit (Abney, 1991).
The next few sections cover different syntactic theories that have been used in studying
signed languages. Each theory has its own way of modeling language. Within each section is
also a brief mention of the types of parsers that were used4 .
4

The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) package for Python includes many of the parsers discussed. Bird
et al. (2009) is a great resource for learning how to use NLTK. https://www.nltk.org/book/
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2.2

Government Binding/Principles & Parameters

Government binding (GB), or Principles and Parameters (P&P), is the most prevalent theory
adopted to date for doing linguistic research into ASL. Papers where authors followed the
structural pattern for GB, the X-bar schema, include Braze (2004); Fischer (1996); Neidle
et al. (1998a,b) and Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997).
Wh-words studied under the lens of Government Binding and Principles & Parameters
employing the X-bar schema are associated with movement operations. Example (19) shows
the steps undertaken to form a wh-question in English. If we are curious about John’s eating
habits, a natural question could be “What did John eat?”. To arrive at this question, specific
steps are followed.
(19)

(a) ‘John ate an apple.’
(b) ‘John ate (what)?’
(c) ‘W hati did John eat

i ?’

To get to the final step (c), the question “What did John eat?”, one must change the direct
object of the verb into a wh-word, in this case what. The newly inserted wh-word is then
fronted in the sentence, and for English the word did is inserted into the sentence. Figure 2.2
is an X-bar syntax tree showing the wh-movement.
Several movement operations are undertaken in Figure 2.2. What undergoes the
highest movement in the tree, moving from deep within the tree to then being nearly at the
very top.
Figure 2.3 shows an X-bar syntax tree based upon the position adopted by Neidle
et al. (1998b). The sentence is hate john who, where who is the subject of the sentence
that has been moved to the right of CP.
A somewhat undesirable feature of this approach is that unlike other SVO languages
that are right binary branching, this diagram assumes an initial left binary branching process,
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CP
C0

Whatg

IP

C
did

I0

NPt

vP

Johni I

v0

NPt
v

VP

eatj

V0

ti

V

NPk

atej

an apple
[whatg ]

Figure 2.2: Syntax tree showing wh-movement in English
CP
C0

whog
C

TP
T0
vP

T

v0

NPt
ti

v

VP

hatej

V0
V

NP

hatej

N0
N
John

Figure 2.3: Rightward wh-movement: ASL
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but only above the TP node, i.e. the Tensed Phrase—this is equivalent to the IP node in
Figure 2.2 (see also Neidle et al. (2000, p. 3)). Figure 2.4 is a close depiction of what is found
in Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997, p. 27). This is an abridged syntax tree for the purpose
of showing that the landing site for wh-words is to the left of CP. The sentence which is
diagramed has two wh-words. The first what is the moved wh-word and the second what is
a base generated wh-word. The parsed sentence is: what nancy buy yesterday what.
CP

Cspec

C0

C0

IP

what

nancy buy t yesterday what(base generated)

Figure 2.4: Leftward wh-movement: ASL and wh-double

The argument that Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997) make is that wh-words in ASL
are leftward moving because “true wh-movement is leftward” and furthermore “the specifier
of CP is universally on the left, even in languages that have been argued to have other
specifier positions to the right. The source of this generalization remains a mystery, but its
strength is striking.”
2.3

Lexical-Functional Grammar

Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) has been used for sign language research into ASL
(Speers, 2001) and Indian Sign Language (Dasgupta et al., 2008). LFG represents sentences
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in two ways via constituent structure (c-structure) and functional structure (f-structure).
C-structure is rendered as a traditional syntax tree showing word order and constituency. Fstructure is represented in attribute value matrices (AVM). Grammatical and morphosyntactic
information may be shown in the AVM. Speers (2001) employed a third structure, phonetic
transcription (p-structure). This p-structure is where he encoded NMMs. His work produced
a mono-directional machine translation from English into ASL (Speers, 2001, p. 11). He
achieved this by creating the ASL Workbench software program that implemented an LFG
grammar for ASL.

2.4

Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar

Marshall and Safar (2004) created a grammar based upon Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) principles for British Sign Language (BSL). They used the Attribute Logic
Engine (ALE)5 to build a parser implementing HPSG. The generated grammar modeled a
signing avatar for BSL. HPSG explicitly specifies the sub-categorization for each lexical item
required. The specification is laid out in an attribute value matrix. Each lexical item has an
attribute (at least one) with a value (at least one). Attributes are specified by their values.
Taking this approach, Marshall and Safar (2004) were able to utilize properties pertaining
to a sign and any accompanied NMM. For any sign, they list the attributes belonging to
that sign and specify the values pertinent to that sign. It is an ingenious way to capture and
encode both manual and non-manual information.

2.5

Dependency Grammar

Dependency Grammar directly maps the relationships which exist among the lexical items
in a string (Osborn, 2014). The direct mapping from heads to dependents does away with
constituency mapping where relationships are projected to any intermediary dominating node.
This framework directly shows how lexical items relate to one another.
5

The ALE can be found at: https://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜gpenn/ale.html (Carpenter and
Penn, 2001).
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Östling et al. (2017) were the first to demonstrate a dependency grammar annotation
for any signed language. They produced dependency parses for Swedish Sign Language (SSL)
sentences from the SSL Corpus (Mesch and Wallin, 2015). The parser they used is part of
the UDPipe toolkit6 developed by Straka et al. (2016). Östling et al. (2017) parsed a SSL
utterance containing both a verb sandwich and a verb chain.

3

Categorial Grammar

Categorial Grammar (CG) is a syntactic theory which is founded in the logic and philosophy
of Frege, the functional categories presented by Bar-Hillel (1953), Lambek calculus (Lambek,
1958), and directly from the logic of Ajdukiewicz (Wood, 1993). As the name implies,
Categorial Grammar is built upon grammatical categories that are closely associated with
the lexicon. CG employs a scarce number of atomic categories: (n)oun, (s)entence, and noun
phrase (np). The atomic categories themselves are used as functions seeking arguments when
applied together with directional slashes. Functions may seek either other functions or atomic
categories as their arguments. For example, a determiner can combine with a noun to make
a noun phrase. To do this the determiner will have a complex category of np/n, and the
noun will have an atomic category of n. When a noun follows a determiner, the function
may consume its argument. The directional slashes indicate which argument the function is
searching for in order to form a constituent.
Pure CG had limited functionality for constituent composition. Bar-Hillel (1953) laid
out the foundational principle of what would later become known as functional application,
which allows for composition between a function and its immediately adjacent argument (see
Figure 2.5).
CCG has several application labels that delineate the different composition processes.
Additional rules with their unique application labels have been included in the grammar.
6

https://github.com/bnosac/udpipe
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Forward Application:
X/Y Y→X

Backward Application:
Y X \Y→X

The dog
np/n
n
>
np
She
np

slept.
s\np
s

<

Figure 2.5: Functional application schemas
Table 2.3 includes the label types, the associated rules to which they belong, and a brief
description, which will be further described hereafter.
Categorial Grammar has been extended to include more ways of composing categories
into larger constituents. One such extension is Combinatory Categorial Grammar which is
the parsing strategy implemented in this thesis.

3.1

Combinatory Categorial Grammar

Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) emerged when Ades and Steedman (1982) developed
the process of allowing functions to compose with other functions. This extended the power
of functions from merely consuming arguments to being able to combine to form a new
function. For example, the functions of modal auxiliary verbs and main verbs may combine
to yield a new complex functional category. Other extensions were adopted into CCG, such
as type raising (Steedman, 1985) which “turn arguments into functions over functions-oversuch-arguments”(Steedman, 2014, p. 675). One practical application of type raising is when
subjects need to be functions over predicates.
Combinatory Categorial Grammar abides by a few axioms. The first rule, Principle
of Adjacency, states that only immediately adjacent lexical items may combine. This rule
is foundational in all categorial grammars. The second rule, Principle of Consistency, was
specifically introduced in CCG when functions were allowed to compose with other functions.
This rule ensures that when one function is seeking out the result of a subordinate function,
that the position of what is being searched for is in its proper argument place. For example,
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>
<
>B

>T

<Bx

subj pro−drop

obj pro−drop

topic

n−to−np

twin

Allows functions to consume arguments to the right.
Allows functions to consume arguBackward Application
ments to the left.
Allows two functions to compose
Forward Composition
together.
Raises an argument type to be a
function over a function that would
Forward Type-Raising
have taken the unraised type as an
argument.
Allows two functions to compose
Backward Crossed Composition when they have different slash type
directions.
Allows a predicate category to drop
Subject pro-drop
its subject requirement when no
subject is present.
Allows a predicate category to drop
Object pro-drop
its object requirement when no object is present.
Changes a topicalized object to be
Topic Raising
a function over a predicate.
Changes a noun from an atomic n
Noun-to-Noun-Phrase
to a noun phrase atomic category
np.
Changes an np to a complex funcNoun to Predicate Function
tion that may compose with a predicate.
Forward Application

Table 2.3: Application labels for CCG rules utilized in the grammar
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Y/Z and (X\Y)/Z may compose a new function of X/Z because the Y is to the left of X
and would be the result of Y/Z once Z was consumed. The rule Principle of Inheritance
enforces that the proper slash direction is maintained. In the example of Y/Z (X\Y)/Z the
new resulting functional category is X/Z because the forward slash is present in both inputs.
Additional compositional functions developed in Curry and Feys (1958) were subsumed
by Steedman (1993). The first rule which extends CG into CCG is composition. This rule
allows for the argument of a function and a head of another function to merge into a new
compositional category. This is useful, for example, when a modal precedes a verb, as in
Figure 2.6.
Forward Composition:
X/Y Y/Z →>B X/Z

might
eat
(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np
>B

(s\np)/np

Figure 2.6: Forward Composition
A second rule is forward type raising. This rule changes an atomic category to be
a function, essentially it “makes [a] subject NP into a function over predicates”(Steedman,
1993, p. 234). This rule is productive in constructions that have topicalized elements, as the
sentence in Figure 2.7.
Forward Type-Raising:
Y →>T X/(X\Y)

Harry
np

cooked and

>T

Mary
np

ate some apples.

>T

s/(s\np)

(s/(s\np))

Figure 2.7: Type raising—example from (Steedman, 1993, p. 234)
Another rule is backward crossed composition. This rule is applied whenever a verb,
or a lexical item with a complex functional category, is modified by a following lexical item.
For example, in French, verbs are often modified by post-adverbials. Embrasse (to kiss) is
modified by the post-adverbial souvent (often), as seen in Example (20).
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(20)

Kim lui embrasse souvent.
‘Kim often kisses her.’

Backward crossed composition allows for disparate slash types to compose. The type categories
for embrasse and souvent are (s\np)/np and (s\np)\(s\np) respectively. The main slash
type in the functional category for embrasse is a forward slash and souvent has a back slash
in its functional category. These two slash types are in opposite direction. Backward crossed
composition allows for the functional category of souvent to compose with the functional
category of ebrasse, see Figure 2.8.
Backward Crossed Composition:
Y/Z X\Y →<Bx X\Z
embrasse
souvent
(s\np)/np (s\np)\(s\np)
(s\np)/np

<Bx

Figure 2.8: Backward Crossed Composition
Other permissible combinatory operators are defined in Steedman (2014, p. 679). These
extended rules make CCG more powerful than pure Categorial Grammar: complex syntactic
constructions can be derived such as composing modals with main verbs, topicalization, and
parasitic gap constructions (Steedman, 2014).
The relative simplicity that CCG offers for parsing a sentence makes it an attractive
option for implementing a computational analysis for any language. The following section
examines what work has been done with regard to CCG and Signed languages specifically.

3.2

Related Work

The first paper that analyzed American Sign Language using Combinatory Categorial
Grammar comes from Wright (2008). He showed that CCG is a viable syntactic theory
for doing linguistic research into ASL. He demonstrated that certain syntactic structures
such as topicalization, relative clauses, sentential complements and coordination can be
effectively modeled by using CCG. The limitation of this paper comes from the examples:
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“The sentences used as data for this project are of a well-attested, high-occurrence type which
are well-known and documented...”(Wright, 2008, p. 139). Wright used a few examples to
demonstrate that CCG can model a few instances of ASL constructions. He did not do an
in-depth analysis of various types of constructions that can be found in a corpus.
Wright shows how CCG is capable of generating parses for sentences with fronted
objects. He proposes a rule that changes an np category into a complex function that mirrors
Forward Type-Raising. Wright also suggests using a vertical bar (|) in the argument function
(see Figure 3.5, the example comes from (Wright, 2008, p. 41)). The vertical bar allows for
the input argument to be any directional slash, i.e. either forwards (/) or backwards (\).
Topicalization Rule:
Y →topic X/(X|Y)

mary
np

john
np

like
(s\np)/np
T

topic

(s/(s|np)) (s/(s\np))
>B

s/np
s

>

Figure 2.9: Topicalization
Mary, John likes. (i.e., You know Mary? John likes her.)
The Topicalization Rule proposed in Wright (2008) must work in conjunction with
forward type-raising. When the subject np is type-raised to be a function over the predicate,
it may combine via forward composition. Finally, the topicalized object can consume the
predicate as its argument since the vertical bar does not discriminate between directional
slashes.
Table 2.4 lists several papers which employed CCG to analyze various signed languages.

4

Corpora

Corpora are collections of language data. The data may be either textual, spoken or, in the
case of sign language corpora, visual.
Sign language corpora are relatively new, beginning in the 1990s (Neidle et al., 1997;
Segouat and Braffort, 2009). The reason for such a late adoption into corpus research is
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Researcher
Language
Wright (2008)
American Sign Language
Kuhn (2016)
American Sign Language
Mazzei (2011)
Italian Sign Language
Mazzei (2012)
Italian Sign Language
Geraci et al. (2014)
Italian Sign Language
Chung and Park (2011) Korean Sign Language
Sevinç (2006)
Turkish Sign Language
Table 2.4: Research using CCG\OpenCCG

primarily due to technological limitations. As interest in sign language research has increased,
so too has the development of more sign language corpora (Bono et al., 2014; Bungeroth
et al., 2008, 2006; Forster et al., 2012; Mesch and Wallin, 2015; Neidle et al., 2012; Neidle and
Vogler, 2012). The National Center for Sign Language and Gesture Resources (NCSLGR)
Corpus (Neidle and Vogler, 2012) is the corpus from which all the data contained in this
thesis comes. A more comprehensive discussion of the NCSLGR Corpus is found in the next
chapter.

5

Hypothesis

This thesis addresses two main hypotheses: 1. Combinatory Categorial Grammar is well suited
for use in parsing a sizable corpus of American Sign Language gloss, which has apparently
not been done yet; 2. The theoretical framework of Categorial Grammar can provide analyses
for a wide range of interesting constructions in ASL, whereas only a few constructions have
been addressed to date.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

This chapter begins with an explanation of how the data used for the grammar was
obtained. Statistical information about the NCSLGR Corpus is also provided. Next, the
parsing program OpenCCG is explained in more detail. The necessary input file types are
described: how the grammar was constructed and which steps are necessary to build a
grammar. Specific rules to the ASL grammar are listed and justified with examples in the
Unary Rules section. How to run OpenCCG with different available commands is discussed.
A discussion of the process of developing and refining the grammar concludes the chapter.

1

Input Data Preparation

The American Sign Language Linguistic Research Project (ASLLRP) began as a way to
make ASL language data examples publicly available. The ASLLRP team has made ASL
corpora publicly available for research, including the National Center for Sign Language and
Gesture Resources (NCSLGR) Corpus. The NCSLGR Corpus is a video-based corpus of
recordings of ASL utterances.
Since the ASLLRP is an ongoing project, it produces periodic updates. The NCSLGR
Corpus is not the most currently available corpus provided by the ASLLRP. Since the
beginning of this thesis work, it has been merged with a new data set to create the American
Sign Language Lexicon Video Dataset (ASLLVD) Corpus (Neidle et al., 2012). The ASLLVD
Corpus is still in its last stages of completion and a cautionary note warns that the data set
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is still evolving. Due to the transitory nature of the ASLLVD, I opted to adopt the NCSLGR
Corpus for this thesis work.
The NCSLGR Corpus is housed at Boston Univeristy1 under the supervision of Carol
Neidle and Stan Sclaroff. The corpus itself is a collection of short narrative and elicited
utterance videos from deaf signers using American Sign Language (ASL). A total of 8
participants provided the language examples. Each video in the corpus has been annotated
with an ASL gloss transcription, non-manual markers, English translation, and metadata.
The corpus contains both narrative stories and intentionally elicited utterances. The
elicited utterances demonstrate specific syntactic constructions that may otherwise not be
provided from spontaneous narrative utterances. The elicited utterances are labeled in the
XML files and in the DAI by NCSLGR in the file name. For example, NCSLGR10j.xml
contains elicited utterances. Any of the files that do not contain NCSLGR in the name are
recordings of narratives.
The corpus consists of XML files which contain all the language data that is searchable
via the DAI, which supports online search queries over the entire corpus. All 38 XML files
are freely accessible by downloading a zip file2 . The annotations are all contained in these
XML files. Additionally, another zip file is available containing Python scripts which can
parse the XML files for data extraction3 .
I used Python code to extract data from the 38 XML files, to provide statistical counts
for the corpus, and to generate input XML files for OpenCCG. The XML file structure
within all 38 files is fairly consistent. Only a few XML tags contain all the data necessary for
parsing. These few XML tags include all the part-of-speech tags, the glosses, and the English
translations. Separate tags contain the dominant and non-dominant hand information.
1

http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/ncslgr.html—the website works best if accessed with Internet Explorer.
2
http://secrets.rutgers.edu/dai/xml/ncslgr-xml.zip
3
http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/ncslgr-for-download/signstream-xmlparser.zip
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Some annotation errors in the XML files became apparent. These include missing A
tags and having the incorrect VID value. Appendix A contains a table of changes I made to
the XML files necessary to ensure correctness.
The data I extracted was saved into several .txt files. These .txt files served as the
input for when I began constructing the grammar. The gloss strings from the dominant
and non-dominant hand were saved in the form of the dominant hand gloss followed by
the non-dominant hand. There is no way that I am aware of to extract all the gloss in its
correct linear order. This means that I had to go through all the utterances which contain
non-dominant hand gloss data and incorporate those into the linear order of the dominant
hand gloss. This process required looking up each utterance in the NCSLGR Corpus that
contained non-dominant hand gloss data. I watched the associated video clip and looked at
the transcription to identify the proper placement of the non-dominant hand gloss within the
utterance. Once the proper place was identified I would insert the non-dominant hand gloss
into its proper placement. Complicating integration of the non-dominant and dominant hand
glosses was when both hands simultaneously produced signs which overlapped. The total
number of utterances in the NCSLGR Corpus containing non-dominant hand gloss data is
834. When there was no way to integrate the non-dominant and dominant hand glosses that
entire utterance was omitted for this thesis. In total, 21 utterances had to be omitted; these
are listed in Appendix B. The total number of utterances with non-dominant hand gloss used
in the final data set for this thesis is 813.
General statistical information about the NCSLGR Corpus is provided by Neidle and
Vogler (2012). The total number of utterances is given as 1,8884 (the total is actually 1,887).
The type and token counts provided in Neidle et al. (2012) are: 1,920 types, 11,861 tokens.
The type and token count totals which I arrived at using AntConc5 and Python (provided in
Table 3.1) are slightly different:
4
This is an error in reporting. The article states that 19 videos contain 885 utterances and that there are
1,002 utterances contained in other videos. Summing 885 and 1,002 totals 1,887.
5
https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc
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AntConc
Python

Type
Token
Type
Token

count
count
count
count

total: 2,415
total: 11,864
total: 2,416
total: 11,864

Table 3.1: Type and token counts

The discrepancy in the type counts is due to the fact that I tallied all the glossed
data, whereas Neidle and Vogler (2012) grouped together close variants of canonical signs.
Table 3.2 is organized by the number of words in each utterance. It includes both nondominant and dominant hand gloss counts for each utterance. In the process of integrating
both glosses, some non-dominant hand gloss data had to be omitted. The process of omitting
certain non-dominant hand gloss data affected the sentence length counts for the data set
used in this work as referenced in the two right-hand columns of Table 3.2.

2

The Parser Components

OpenCCG is a free parsing program that implements Combinatory Categorial Grammar. It
is housed at GitHub6 and SourceForge7 and written in Java. The installation process for
OpenCCG is fairly straightforward as explained in Bozşahin et al. (2013).
Input files for OpenCCG are written in XML8 . Four files are necessary for OpenCCG:
grammar.xml, lexicon.xml, morph.xml, and rules.xml. Two other files are optional: testbed.xml
and types.xml. I did not utilize the types.xml file for this thesis.
In order to populate the lexicon.xml, morph.xml, and testbed.xml files, I wrote Python
scripts that read in data from .txt files containing the corpus data. Generating the XML files
programmatically helped to ensure that no errors occurred if I had to manually input all the
part-of-speech tags, glosses, and sentences into the XML files.
6

https://github.com/OpenCCG/openccg
https://sourceforge.net/projects/openccg
8
Pertinent files are downloadable at: http://linguistics.byu.edu/thesisdata/ASL-CCG.zip.
7
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Number of Words
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
Total Num. of Utterances

NCSLGR Corpus
7
49
145
303
330
251
164
159
91
90
61
48
45
22
18
19
16
15
10
10
11
6
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
0
0
1
1887

Thesis Data Set
7
50
168
341
372
244
184
128
78
74
67
33
20
17
20
16
13
8
5
8
3
2
1
1
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1866

Table 3.2: Table of utterances by number of words
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grammar.xml
This file is where the name of the grammar is specified. It also references the other file names
created as part of the grammar, i.e. lexicon.xml, morph.xml, rules.xml, and testbed.xml.
The references are necessary so that OpenCCG knows to use those particular files.
lexicon.xml
The lexical family types along with their syntactic functions are contained in this file. The
lexicon is grouped together by lexical families. This allows a grammar to be constructed
without having to assign a syntactic function to each lexical item individually. For example,
all lexical items that are nouns can be assigned a syntactic function of an n. Lexical families
can also be assigned multiple syntactic functions: the Adjective lexical family can take both
categories, np/n and np\n (see Figure 3.1).
Each lexicon entry is built using XML hierarchical structure (see Figure 3.1). The
top-level <family> tag has a pos attribute whose value links the lexical family to the
morph.xml file containing all the lexical items belonging to this family. Nested inside is
the <entry> tag. The <atomcat> tag assigns an atomic syntactic category. A lexical
family can have a complex category, like that of a transitive verb. This requires using a
<complexcat> tag along with a directional <slash> tag embedded, as shown in Figure
3.2.
morph.xml
The morph.xml file contains all the individual gloss lexemes, listed as in Figure 3.3. The pos
attribute’s value references the word’s part-of-speech linking it to its syntactic function as
defined in the lexicon.xml file.
rules.xml
The rules.xml file contains the rules which specify how syntactic elements are allowed to
combine. Four rules that we have previously discussed are already built into the OpenCCG
distribution: functional application, harmonic composition, backward crossed composition,
and type raising. Any unary type rule required by the grammar can be specified here.
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<family name="ADJECTIVE" pos="Adjective">
<entry name="np/n">
<complexcat>
<atomcat type="np"/>
<slash dir="/" mode="&gt;"/>
<atomcat type="n"/>
</complexcat>
</entry>
<family name="ADJECTIVE" pos="Adjective">
<entry name="np\n">
<complexcat>
<atomcat type="np"/>
<slash dir="\" mode="&lt;"/>
<atomcat type="n"/>
</complexcat>
</entry>
</family>

Figure 3.1: An example of a lexical family having two syntactic functions

<family name="VERB-TRANSITIVE" pos="Verb-trans">
<entry name="(s\np)/np">
<complexcat>
<atomcat type="s"/>
<slash dir="\" mode="&lt;"/>
<atomcat type="np"/>
<slash dir="/" mode="&gt;"/>
<atomcat type="np"/>
</complexcat>
</entry>
</family>

Figure 3.2: An example of a complex category
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<!-- =========== NOUN =========== -->
<entry pos="Noun" word="#BANKS"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#BUS"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#CAR"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#CLUB"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#CO"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#DOG"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#DRUGS"/>
<entry pos="Noun" word="#EMAIL"/>
<!-- ========= VERB-TRANSITIVE ========= -->
<entry pos="Verb-trans" word="#DO"/>
<entry pos="Verb-trans" word="#DO+++"/>
<entry pos="Verb-trans" word="#FIX"/>
<entry pos="Verb-trans" word="i*BLAME*j"/>

Figure 3.3: Example of entries in the morph.xml file
testbed.xml
The testbed.xml file is an optional file. It contains all the sentences that a grammar is
supposed to be able to parse. This file is needed if all the sentences are to be parsed in batch
mode using OpenCCG. The testbed.xml file used for this thesis contains the 1,866 utterances
extracted from the NCSLGR Corpus.

3

Unary Rules

The following list are rules specific to American Sign Language that I created for the grammar.
1. Noun-to-Noun-Phrase
2. Topic Raising
3. Subject and Object pro-drop
4. Noun Phrase to Predicate Function
5. Intransitive Topicalized Verb
6. Sentential Conjunction
Noun-to-Noun-Phrase
The Noun-to-Noun-Phrase rule changes the atomic category of an n to create an np. Essen31

tially this states that a noun that by itself cannot combine with any other lexical item can
change its category to become a noun phrase. This allows singleton nouns to be arguments
of predicates. Figure 3.4 is an example that shows application of this rule. wolf is an
unmodified noun whose atomic category is n. arrive is an intransitive verb whose category
is a complex function, s\np. wolf with its atomic n category cannot serve as the argument
for arrive because wolf does not have the appropriate argument the predicate requires. In
this instance, the unary Noun-to-Noun-Phrase9 rule changes the n to np thus allowing wolf
to be the argument of the predicate.
wolf arrive
n
np

s\np
↓
<

s
“Wolf arrived.”
Figure 3.4: A noun changed to a noun phrase.
Topic Raising
Topic Raising is for when objects are topicalized. This rule is similar to the Type-Raising
rule in that a noun becomes a functor over a predicate. Figure 3.5 is an example of a parse
of a sentence containing a topicalized object. mouse/fiction is the direct object of the
verb eat. It has moved from its canonical position after the verb to the front of the sentence.
This operation changes the underlying syntactic order from SVO to OSV. When this pattern
occurs, the topicalized object has its canonical atomic category type-changed from an np
to s/(s/np). This functional category is used so that the topicalized object may combine
with the parts of the parse which have already composed. The subject and the predicate first
compose via forward composition. This leaves the predicate still searching for an object. The
example in Figure 3.5 shows that cat and eat have composed to form a constituent with
9

The ↓ indicates a type-change operation. The operations indicated by ↓ are listed in Table 2.3. They are
the unary rules specific to this grammar.
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the category of s/np. The subject-verb constituent category serves as the argument to the
now topic-raised object, thereby a proper parse is obtained.
mouse/fiction

cat

s/(s/np)

eat

s/(s\np) (s\np)/np
s/np

>B

>
s
“As for the mouse, the cat ate it.”

Figure 3.5: Topicalization Example
Subject and Object pro-drop
ASL is a pro-drop language. Either a subject or an object pronoun may be dropped. In
order to properly obtain a parse when either subject pro-drop or object pro-drop occurs, the
predicate function category is affected.
Figure 3.6 is a sentence which contains a dropped subject pronoun. The transitive
verb, shoot*i, consumes its argument, fs-frank, to produce the predicate category s\np.
The predicate is searching for a subject to consume as its argument. The subject, however,
in this instance has been dropped. The Subject pro-drop rule changes the predicate category
from a complex function seeking a subject argument to an atomic category of s when a
subject with a category of np is not present.
shoot*i

fs-frank

(s\np)/np

np

s\np
s

>
↓

“(He/She) shoots Frank.”
Figure 3.6: A parsed sentence with subject pro-drop.
The Object pro-drop rule functions very similarly to the Subject pro-drop rule.
However, instead of a dropped subject, the object has been dropped. The transitive verb’s
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category changes from s\np/np to s\np. This rule takes effect when an object with a type
category of np does not follow the transitive verb (see Figure 3.7).
fs-john

shoot∗j

np

(s\np)/np
↓

s\np
<

s

“John shot him/her/it.”
Figure 3.7: A parsed sentence with object pro-drop.
Noun Phrase to Predicate Function—a.k.a. twin
The Noun Phrase to Predicate Function, also the twin, rule is operative for when wh-words
are duplicated at the end of a sentence. Figure 3.8 shows how the who at the end of the
sentence is type-changed from its atomic category np into a complex functional category of
s\np\(s\np). The changed functional category allows the latter wh-word to compose with
the predicate via the Backwards Crossed Composition rule (see Section 3.1).
fs-john

who

love

who

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np

np
↓

(s\np)\(s\np)
(s\np)/np
s/np
s
“Who, who does John love?”

<Bx
>B
>

Figure 3.8: A parsed sentence with a wh-twin.
Intransitive Topicalized Verb
Topicalized intransitive verbs alter the syntactic ordering of sentences from SV to VS. To
reflect this change the functional category of the predicate must flip its slash direction for its
accepting argument. Instead of a backslash indicating that the subject is to the left of the
verb, the slash changes direction to allow for the subject to its right (Figure 3.9).
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born IX-1p-honorific
s\np

np
↓

s/np
>
s
“And then I was born.”

Figure 3.9: A parsed sentence with a topicalized intransitive verb.
Sentential Conjunction
When two clauses derive to an atomic constituent s but a final composite constituent has yet
to be obtained, one of the s constituents may change its category to a functional category s\s
(see Figure 3.10). There are essentially two clauses in this one sentence: rain and fs-bill
take-off. In ASL, rain does not need a pleonastic subject like it does in the English
sentence “It will rain.”; it can stand as an independent clause. In the context of the sentence
in Figure 3.10 rain has an atomic category of s, and fs-bill take-off comes together to
form a constituent of category s. The constituent category then changes into a function
which searches leftward for an s. Once the argument is identified the final derivation creates
a constituent of category s.
rain fs-bill take-off
s

np

s\np
s

<
↓

s\s
<
s
“If it rains, Bill will leave.”

Figure 3.10: Two sentential clauses joined by Sentential Conjunction.

4

Running OpenCCG

The documentation provided from downloading OpenCCG provides detailed steps on how to
run the program (Bozşahin et al., 2013). In order to run OpenCCG, the grammar.xml file is
loaded from the command prompt. The tccg> prompt signals that the program is ready
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to accept strings for parsing. Two other commands that I used extensively are: ccg-test
and wccg. The ccg-test command will run all the test sentences in the testbed.xml file and
return the number of parses generated for each sentence. If no parse was generated, then
FAIL is returned for that sentence. The wccg command also iterates over the testbed.xml file.
This command, however, returns the generated derivations of each parse for each sentence in
the testbed.xml file. The outputs from ccg-test and wccg can be saved to .txt files.

5

Development and Refinement

During the build, I initially relied upon ccg-test to determine coverage. I wanted to ensure
that I was able to obtain as many parses as possible. Once I began to plateau on the number
of sentences parsed, I then went back and refined the lexical-syntactic categories. I would
look at sentences that were not already parsed to determine why those would not parse. I
would often diagram parses for those sentences by hand. Once to my satisfaction I was able
to assign proper lexical-syntactic categories to obtain a correct parse, I would then add the
syntactic lexical category to the lexical family to which a particular lexical item belonged.
For example, compound nouns are problematic because of one noun being a modifier
of another. The head and its dependent need to combine as one constituent noun phrase.
The compound noun object turkey sandwich in Example (1) ought to behave as a single
unit instead of two independent nouns. In order to have turkey modify sandwich, it needs
to be listed in a closed class lexical family in the lexicon.xml file.
(1)

‘turkey sandwich fs-john devour.
‘As for the turkey sandwich, John devoured it.’

As I perused the generated output and came across any composition error, I would attempt
to rectify that error. I would either have to add additional lexical-syntactic categories to the
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particular lexical family a word belonged to, add the lexical item to the morph.xml file, or
build a unary rule appropriate for the grammar in the rules.xml file.
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Chapter 4
Results

This chapter shows examples of sentences parsed by the system as reported during
the evaluation. The first three sections look at the parses of sentence types (intransitive,
transitive, and ditransitive). The later sections examine types of constructions found within
sentences, such as wh-words, relative clauses, topicalization, and passives. The examples in
this chapter are all parsed sentences by OpenCCG of sentences taken from the NCSLGR
Corpus unless specifically otherwise stated.

1

Intransitives

Basic intransitive sentences having only a subject and a verb are the easiest to parse. The
subject’s np category will always serve as the input argument for the predicate (see Figure
4.1).
wolf arrive
np

s\np

<
s
“Wolf arrived.”

Figure 4.1: Sentence 1735: Intransitive and Backward Application
The subject, wolf, has the atomic category np and the verb, arrive, has a functional
category of s\np. The verb consumes its argument via backward application.
The next example, Figure 4.2, is a bit more complicated than the last. In this example,
the intransitive verb is being negated by cannot. The negative and the verb must first
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combine to form a predicate category that then seeks for its argument. cannot has a
complex functional category that allows it to consume the lexical-syntactic category of swim.
This process is accomplished by forward application. Once all the arguments of each function
have been consumed, the resulting final derived category is s.
fs-sue

cannot

swim

np

(s\np)/(s\np)

s\np
>

s\np
s
“Sue can’t swim.”

<

Figure 4.2: Sentence 1154: Intransitive with negation
The next example, Figure 4.3, is a construction where two grammaticalized tense
lexemes are present. future occurs at the beginning and at the end of the sentence, showing
how complex sentence constructions can be in ASL. The parse generated by the system is
not accurate. The category assigned to future is not correct for the first occurrence but is
correct for the second. In order to obtain a proper parse, it would be necessary to somehow
link the sentence initial future with the predicate.
future

fs-john

(s\np)\(s\np)

np

go

future

s\np (s\np)\(s\np)
s\np
s

<
<
↓

s\s
(s\np)\(s\np)

<B

“In the future, John will go.”
Figure 4.3: Sentence 931: Intransitive with tense (incorrect)
The parse for sentence 1230 in Figure 4.4 shows how a preposition may compose
during the derivational process. The subject and the verb first compose resulting in a final
constituent category of s. This serves as the input to the prepositional phrase constituent.
Before this category is derived though, to/until and next-week must first combine.
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The lexical-syntactic category assigned to to/until is s\(s/np) and next-week is np.
Once these two combine by forward application the composed constituent receives category
s\s, allowing the constituent fs-john wait to compose with the constituent to/until
next-week.
fs-john wait to/until next-week
np

s\np

s\s/np

np

<

s

>

s\s
s
“John is waiting until next week.”

<

Figure 4.4: Sentence 1230: Intransitive with preposition

2

Transitives

When a simple transitive sentence has a subject, verb, and object the parse is straightforward
(see Figure 4.5).
fs-john

like

chocolate

np

(s\np)/np

np
s\np

s
“John likes chocolate.”

>
<

Figure 4.5: Sentence 1320: Transitive
More complicated structures involving tense, negation, aspect and modals increase the
complexity of a correct parse (see Figure 4.6). future occurs sentence finally and has the
lexical-syntactic type category of (s\np)\(s\np). This function is seeking as its argument a
predicate. The verb and the direct object in the sentence compose by forward application to
form the constituent predicate category s\np which serves as input for assigned category to
future. The final derived constituent s is obtained once the constituent predicate category
consumes its subject np argument.
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fs-john

buy

car

future

np

(s\np)/np

np

(s\np)\(s\np)

s\np

>

s\np
s
“John will buy a car.”

<
<

Figure 4.6: Sentence 918: Transitive with tense
Figure 4.7 is an example of more complex sentence structures. The parsed sentence has
tense and negation lexical items. future and not both have assigned functions searching
for predicates as their argument. Both functions are looking to consume the same predicate
argument category type, (s\np). Each lexeme is able to consume this type of argument but
not necessarily in the proper manner. buy and house first combine forming a constituent
with a predicate category, then not combines by forward application with that constituent,
and finally future accepts the composed predicate constituents as its argument. This
step-by-step process in turn yields a predicate category which takes as its argument the
subject np.
The case can be made that the derivational process is out of order for this sentence.
The sequence of composition could be that not and buy compose via forward composition
to derive a constituent category of (s\np)/np. future could then compose with that
constituent category via forward composition yielding the same complex constituent category.
The predicate would then consume its direct object argument by forward composition and then
its subject argument by Backward Composition. Figure 4.8 shows this proposed derivation.
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fs-john
np

future

not

buy

house

(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np

np
>

s\np

>

s\np

>

s\np

<

s
“John, in the future, is not buying a house.”

Figure 4.7: Sentence 917: Transitive with tense and negation (incorrect)
fs-john
np

future

not

buy

(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np
(s\np)/np

house
np

>B
>B

(s\np)/np
s\np

s
“John, in the future, is not buying a house.”

>
<

Figure 4.8: Alternative parse for sentence 917: Transitive with tense and negation
The last transitive example that will be analyzed contains a conjunct. Conjunction
is labeled as (X\X)/X in the literature (Steedman, 2014). In this rule the categories to
the left and right of the conjunct are mapped into the appropriate conjunction category.
Unfortunately, this option is not available in OpenCCG. In order for conjunction to properly
apply, one first needs to know what categories are going to be conjoined. The parsed
sentence in Figure 4.9 conjoins two noun phrases. Steedman (2014) presents different types of
coordination that are far more complicated than the example provided here. In the sentence
fs-john like car and book part*indef both car and book are the arguments for like.
The functional category for and allows it to combine both nouns together to form a noun
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phrase. The resulting constituent serves as the argument to like. The derivation continues
as other transitive constructions until a final s is obtained for the parse12 .
fs-john

like

car

and

np

(s\np)/np

n

np\n/n

book part*indef

np\n
np
s\np

n

s\s
>
<
>
<

s

<

s

sent−conj

s\s
“John likes cars and books.”
Figure 4.9: Sentence 643: Transitive with conjunction

3

Ditransitives

Ditransitive sentences behave similarly to transitive sentences. Ditransitive verbs, however,
require two object complements. The lexical-syntactic type category for ditransitive verbs is
(s\np)/np/np. This functional category allows for the indirect object to first compose with
the verb via forward application and then the direct object by the same process. Once the
predicate category s\np is formed, the subject is consumed as the predicate’s last argument
(see Figure 4.10).
The ditransitive sentence in Figure 4.11 contains a topicalized direct object, which is
not fronted to the beginning of the sentence, but rather just before the verb. The position
of the direct object causes OpenCCG to misinterpret chocolate as being the subject and
fs-john as the direct object. When a subject is type-raised from an np to a category that
functions over a predicate, the now category is s/(s\np) and the application label of

T

is

shown. Topicalized objects raise from having an atomic category of np to having a complex
1

Due to a spurious subsequent step, the final derived constituent category in Figure 4.9 is s\s. This is
because OpenCCG applied a type-changing rule inappropriately. Apparently this was done because another
parse yields a final s and OpenCCG only permits one parse to have a final s category.
2
The category for and can also be np\np/np.
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#all 2 boy 2halt.gift++*j teach+agent apple
np/n
np

n

((s\np)/np)/np

np

np

>
>

(s\np)/np

>

s\np

<

s
“All the boys each give the teacher an apple.”
Figure 4.10: Sentence 894: Ditransitive

category of s/(s/np). The down arrow indicates that the application of the appropriate
rule has taken effect. The subject and topicalized object receive the other’s expected raised
category types, but this does not affect the constituent composition. Once the verb consumes
its indirect object argument, the direct object composes with the predicate by way of forward
composition. The subject is then able to form with the larger constituent to form a final
derived constituent category of s.
fs-john chocolate
np

np

neu*give*j

motherwg

((s\np)/np)/np

np

↓

s/(s/np)
>T

s/(s\np)

s\np/np
s/np
s
“He, John, gave his mother chocolate.”

>
>B
>

Figure 4.11: Sentence 1095: Ditransitive

4

Wh-words

One axiom true to all categorial grammars is that they “[avoid] destructive devices such as
movement or deletion rules which characterize transformational grammars”(Wood, 1993, p.
4). The linear order in which the string appears is the way in which it is to be parsed. This
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means that the positions taken by Neidle et al. (1998b) and Petronio and Lillo-Martin (1997)
are irrelevant in analyzing wh-words in the context of CCG. Therefore, if a wh-word appears
sentence initially, finally, or even as a double the approach to parsing them is the same.
When wh-words function as either a subject or as an object of the sentence, the
derived parses for those sentences is straightforward. Each of the wh-words in the sentences
shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 all have the lexical-syntactic category np.
fs-john

love

‘what’

np

(s\np)/np

np
>

s\np
s
“What does John love?”

<

Figure 4.12: Sentence 1109 with wh-word object

who

love

fs-john

np

(s\np)/np

np
>

s\np
s
“Who loves John?”

<

Figure 4.13: Sentence 1142 with wh-word subject
fs-john

see

who

yesterday

np

(s\np)/np

np

(s\np)\(s\np)

s\np

>

s\np
s
“Who did John see yesterday?”

<
<

Figure 4.14: Sentence 1108 with wh-word object
More interesting cases of wh-words involve wh-word doubles. The parsed sentence in
Figure 4.15 has a wh-word double construction. who appears in the sentence’s initial and
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final positions. The difficulty with a construction of this type is managing to incorporate the
wh-words. This example not only has wh-doubling but also has a topicalized object. The
first who is a topicalized object and the second who is the double.
who

fs-john

love

who

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np

np
↓

(s\np)\(s\np)
(s\np)/np
s/np
s
“Who, who does John love?”

<Bx
>B
>

Figure 4.15: Sentence 963 with wh-word double
Like any topicalized object, it undergoes a category change3 , changing from an atomic
np into a complex category that may function over predicates. The specific twin rule that is
applied to the wh-double allows it to functionally compose with the predicate. The complex
category type of (s\np)\(s\np) looks for a predicate type category to its left to consume as
its argument. Since love has a lexical-syntactic category of (s\np)/np it can functionally
compose with who. The predicate and the twin complex category compose via the Backwards
Crossed Composition rule. Once the two functional categories compose the then type-raised
subject composes via forward composition; finally, the topicalized who consumes its argument
resulting in a final derivation of an s.

5

Relative Clauses

Figure 4.16 is an example of how an English sentence containing an externally headed relative
clause can be represented in pure categorial grammar. The lexeme that introduces the
relative clause.
3

The PDF output generated by OpenCCG often omits category changes because of rule operations. The
complex functional categories seen in Figure 4.15 assigned to the lexical items are the result of unseen rule
change operations.
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The

cat

np/n

n

that

chased

the

dog

ate

the

mouse.

(n\n)/(s\np) (s\np)/np np/n n (s\np)/np np/n
np >

n

>

s\np

>

n\n

<

n

>

np

>

np

>

s\np

<

s
Figure 4.16: English Relative Clause

Relative clauses for ASL can be represented just as straightforwardly as relative clauses
in English. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the derivational parse for two relative clauses in
ASL. They each have the same relative pronoun ix-3p*i. The lexical-syntactic category for
each pronoun is np\np\(s\np). First the relative clause’s predicate forms yielding s\np
before that constituent is consumed as the argument of the relative pronoun. Once these two
combine, the new constituent is a np\np. This category combines with the subject, cat,
to form a subject np. Though ix-3p*i is a pronoun that could serve independently as the
pronominal subject of the matrix clause, treating it as a relative pronoun enables the matrix
clause to combine with its dependent relative clause.
cat

chase

#dog

np

(s\np)/np

np

s\np

ix-3p*i

eat

mouse/fiction

np\np\(s\np) (s\np)/np

np

>

s\np

>

<

np\np
np

<

s

<
↓

s\s
“The cat that chased the dog ate the mouse.”
Figure 4.17: Parse for sentence 1270: Relative Clause
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cat

chase

#dog

np

(s\np)/np

np

ix-3p*i

eat

’what’

yesterday

np

(s\np)\(s\np)

np\np\(s\np) (s\np)/np
>

s\np

s\np
np\np

>

<

s\np
np

<

<

s

<
↓

s\s
“What did the cat that chased the dog eat yesterday?”
Figure 4.18: Parse for sentence 1287: Relative Clause
6

Topicalization

As described earlier, ASL has two types of topicalized constituents: topics that are basegenerated and topics that have been moved.

6.1

Base-Generated Topics

Sentence 932 (Figure 4.19)shows an incorrect parse generated by the system. The two
base-generated topics do not reflect topicalization. Also, know was assigned the incorrect
category; it should be (s\np)/s. In order to obtain a correct derivational parse for this
sentence, the system would need additional rules. First, the base-generated topics will need a
category change from np to s/s, declaring that the noun can be part of a sentence if it can
find a sentence to its right. Figure 4.20 is a proposed way to parse this particular sentence.
The parsed sentence in Figure 4.21 contains a base-generated topic and an overtly
expressed direct object. This example does not fit into either pattern for base-generated
topics: it contains a duplication of the same item.
The constituency composition for the parse in Figure 4.21 is fine. The correct
constituents compose together in the order that they are meant to. However, lexical-syntactic
categories are not correctly assigned. teach+agent should have been assigned an atomic
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fs-mary*i vegetable
np

np

know

ix-3p*i

like

fs-corn

(s\np)/s/np

np

(s\np)/np

np

>

(s\np)/s

>

s\np

>Bx

(s\np)\np

<

s\np

<

s
“As for Mary and vegetables, (I) know she likes corn.”
Figure 4.19: Sentence 932: Topicalization (incorrect)

fs-mary*i vegetable
np

np
↓

s/s

know

ix-3p*i

like

fs-corn

(s\np)/s

np

(s\np)/np

np

↓

s/s
s\np
s
s\np
s
s
s

>
<
>
↓
>
>

“As for Mary and vegetables, (I) know she likes corn.”
Figure 4.20: Alternative parse for sentence 932: Topicalization
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np. Instead, the complex function that it was assigned by OpenCCG allowed it to compose
with the verb’s lexical-syntactic category by Backwards Crossed Composition. The composed
constituent category though is the same as a category assigned to a ditransitive verb,
((s\np)/np)/np. This complex category consumes the direct object noun phrase resulting
in the constituent category of s\np/np. The constituent category serves as input for the
type-raised subject by forward application. Finally, the base-generated topic composes with
the rest of the string also by forward application.
Figure 4.22 is the same sentence but this time parsed by hand utilizing the proposed
rule that changes the base-generated topic np category to s/s. Each constituent composes
correctly by only forward application. The base-generated topic, car is able to join with the
rest of the string by accepting the derived constituent category s as its argument input.
car

fs-john

1hgifti*i

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) ((s\np)/np)/np

teach+agent how-many/many car
(s\np)\(s\np)

np/n

n

<Bx

(s\np)/np)/np

np
(s\np)/np
s/np
s
“The cars Jon gave the teacher, how many cars was it?”

>
>
>B
>

Figure 4.21: Sentence 724: Topicalization (incorrect)

6.2

Moved Topics

Sentences with sentential-initial moved topics are easier to parse than sentences having
base-generated topics. Figure 4.23 is an example of a sentence with a topicalized object as
parsed by the system.
The object, mouse/fiction has been fronted. Its category has been type-changed
from an np to a complex function of s/(s/np). cat has had its category type-raised from
an np to s/(s\np). cat composes with the verb by forward composition. The topicalized
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car fs-john
np

np

1hgifti*i

teach+agent how-many/many car

((s\np)/np)/np

np

np/n

(s\np)/np

np
↓

s/s

n

>
>

T

s/(s\np)
>

s\np

>

s
s
“The cars Jon gave the teacher, how many cars was it?”
Figure 4.22: Alternative parse for sentence 724: Topicalization

mouse/fiction

cat

np

np
↓

s/(s/np)

eat
(s\np)/np
T

s/(s\np)
s/np

>B

>
s
“As for the mouse, the cat ate it.”

Figure 4.23: Sentence 1184: Transitive with topicalization
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>

object takes as input the constituent category from cat eat to yield a final sentence with
category s.
Figures 4.24 and 4.25 also contain topicalized objects4 . Sentence 1238 (Figure 4.24) has
two independent clauses that are conjoined even though there is not an explicit conjunction.
The object of the first clause is what has been topicalized. The composition for this clause
follows the same process as the parse in Figure 4.23. The second clause composes together by
forward application until a final s is derived. This s then changes to s\s by a rule specific to
this grammar allowing it to compose with the first clause, thereby producing a final derived
constituent s for the entire sentence.
umbrella
s/(s/np)

ix-1p

forget

s/(s\np) (s\np)/np
s/np

ix-1p
np

still

bring

rain+coat

(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np

np

>B

s\np
s

>

>

s\np
s

>
<
↓

s\s
s
“As for my umbrella, I forgot it, but I still brought my raincoat.”

<

Figure 4.24: Sentence 1238: Sentential conjunction with topicalization
The topicalized object in Sentence 768 (Figure 4.25)has been type-changed from
its atomic np category to the complex functional category shown. The subject has been
type-raised to its complex category. Derivation for this parse is as follows: (1) the verb and
adverb compose by backward crossed composition; (2) the subject then composes by forward
composition, (3) the topicalized object then combines by forward application; (4) the aspect
lexeme composes by backward application.
4

The categories for the topicalized object and for the subject are type-raised categories from an atomic
np. OpenCCG does not always show the steps taken to get to these categories.
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book+ mother

buy

yesterday

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np (s\np)\(s\np)
s\np/np
s/np

finish
s\s

<Bx
>B
>

s

<
s
“As for the book, mother bought it yesterday; that’s done.”

Figure 4.25: Sentence 768: Topicalization with tense
7

Passives

Figures 4.26, 4.27, and 4.28 show parses for passive sentences. One requirement for passive
constructions in ASL is that “the agent is demoted, which often means that the agent is not
mentioned”(Janzen et al., 2001). In the first two examples there are no subject-agents but
the third has a demoted subject-agent. The demoted subject is introduced with fs-by.
The parsed sentences in these examples each follow the rules for constituent composition. Sentence 969 (Figure 4.26) has a complex noun phrase in subject position. The ASL
possessor, poss-3p*i, has the category np\np/np which requires two arguments, a possessor
and a possessee (in this case, fs-john and old house respectively). The np subject of the
sentence does not fulfill the role of the agent of the sentence, but is instead the theme. There
is no mention of who sold the house. The lack of an overt subject-agent in sentence 985
(Figure 4.27) is also what makes that sentence passive. Sentence 586 (Figure 4.28) is different
from the previous passive examples.
Sentence 586 has more of an “English-like”’ construction to it than pure ASL. The
English influence upon the sentence can be seen with the use of fs-by. The subject-agent,
cop+, has been demoted to an oblique prepositional phrase introduced with fs-by. ASL does
not have a sign for by having a prepositional function as in this example. That is why the
gloss is affixed with an fs- tag indicating that it was finger-spelled. The oblique prepositional
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fs-john poss-3p*i old house sell
np

np\np/np np/n

n

yesterday

s\np (s\np)\(s\np)
>

np

s\np

<

>

np\np

<

np

s
“John’s old house was sold yesterday.”

<

Figure 4.26: Sentence 969: Passive
something/one car steal
np/n
np

n

s\np
>

<
s
“Someone’s car was stolen.”

Figure 4.27: Sentence 985: Passive
phrase glossed as fs-by has a lexical-syntactic category which allows it to consume cop+ as
its np argument and then combine with the independent clause ix-1p arrest.
that ix-1p arrest
s/s

np

s\np

fs-by

cop+

s\s/np

np

<

s

s\s

>

>

s

<
s
“...that I had been arrested by the police.”

Figure 4.28: Sentence 586: Passive with an oblique

8

Negation

Figures 4.29 are 4.30 are examples of sentences containing negation. The categories assigned
to negation are: s\np/(s\np) and s\np\(s\np). These allow for the negative lexical items
to compose with predicates by either forward or backward application.
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The negative lexeme in sentence 646 (Figure 4.29) negates the predicate like movie.
not accepts the predicate constituent category s\np as its input argument. The newly
formed constituent predicate has the same functional category of s\np which allows it to
consume the subject as its argument to yield a final derivation for the sentence of s.
teach+agent
np

not

like

(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np

movie
np
>

s\np

>

s\np

<

s
“The teacher does not like movies.”
Figure 4.29: Sentence 646: Negation

Sentence 794 (Figure 4.30) has two negation lexical items. The double negative surrounds the sentence’s predicate, which is why negation also has the s\np\(s\np) functional
category. In the sentence, the predicate see fs-john poss-3p*i car composes to yield a
predicate s\np that serves as the input for sentence final never. The first negative lexical
item accepts the predicate as its argument by way of forward application and then the subject
via backward application.
ix-1p
np

never

see

(s\np)/(s\np) (s\np)/np

fs-john poss-3p*i car
np

np\np/np
np\np
np

np

(s\np)\(s\np)

>
<
>

s\np
s\np
s\np
s
“I’ve never seen John’s car.”

Figure 4.30: Sentence 794: Double negation
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never

<
>
<

9

pro-drop

The output sentences in Figures 4.31, and 4.32 will serve as examples to illustrate pro-drop
in ASL as discussed in section Chapter 2. Both sentences have the same verb.
In sentence 922 (Figure 4.31), the subject has been dropped. shoot*i first combines
with its direct object argument, forming a predicate category s\np. However, there is no
available subject argument to consume. In such cases, the Subject pro-drop rule takes effect,
changing s\np to an s with the indication that the rule has applied.
shoot*i

fs-frank

(s\np)/np

np
>

s\np
s

↓

“(He/She) shoots Frank.”
Figure 4.31: Sentence 922: Subject pro-drop
When the object of the sentence is dropped, a change to the verb’s category occurs:
the (s\np)/np will drop its direct object np requirement to become a predicate of category
s\np. The output parse in Figure 4.32 illustrates the steps undertaken to obtain a final
derived constituent category of s.
fs-john

shoot*j

np

(s\np)/np
↓

s\np
s

<

“John shot him/her/it.”
Figure 4.32: Sentence 1307: Object pro-drop
The parsed sentence in Figure 4.33 contains a subordinate clause that has a PRO
subject. The subordinate clause composes with the matrix clause after the Subject pro-drop
rule changes the predicate category to an s. The matrix verb, want, has a lexical-syntactic
category of s\np/s. This category type requires a sentential complement as its argument.
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fs-john
np

want

sell

(s\np)/s (s\np)/np

car
np

s\np
s
s\np
s

>
↓
>
<

“John wants to sell (his/a) car.”
Figure 4.33: Sentence 944: pro-drop with subject control
Understanding how the null pronominal gets interpreted requires a brief discussion
on the topic of control. Certain verbs require a clausal complement; want is one of them in
certain contexts. The subject of the clausal complement may be omitted giving rise to PRO.
The subject of the matrix clause determines the interpretation as to whom or what the PRO
is referring to5 . This is easier to see in a different notation schema than derivational parses
in CCG. The same sentence is in Example (1) but this time in bracketed notation.
(1)

[fs-johni want [PROi sell car]]

This example shows that there are two clauses as indicated by brackets. The matrix clause
surrounds the entire sentence by the outermost brackets, with the interior brackets surrounding
the subordinate clause. The subscript on both fs-john and PRO indicates that they are
coreferential. fs-john determines the interpretation for PRO.
Following the derivation for Sentence 944 (Figure 4.33), sell car forms a predicate
that has no available subject as input. The Subject-pro drop rule changes the category to
an s that serves as the input for want. The new constituent predicate looks leftward for
fs-john as the subject argument. Through the derivational process, fs-john is the only
subject available for the matrix and clausal complement clauses.
5

Adger (2012) provides a discussion on the subject of PRO and control clauses in chapter 8.
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10

Compositional Rules

We now illustrate instances where the parser executed rules of Combinatory Categorial
Grammar during derivations. A more comprehensive discussion about the individual rules is
found in Section 3.1.

10.1

Forward Application

Figure 4.34 illustrates a parsed sentence with two instances of forward application. The first
is when the article ix-3p*i accepts its input argument book to form a constituent noun
phrase. The verb is then able to take as its argument the newly formed noun phrase also by
forward application.
mother

like

np

(s\np)/np

IX-3p*i book
np/n

n
np

s\np
s
“Mother likes that book.”

>
>
<

Figure 4.34: Sentence 691: Forward Application

10.2

Backward Application

Backward application allows for functions to consume their left-adjacent argument, such as
when a predicate consumes its subject argument. The predicate in sentence 683 (Figure 4.35)
consumes its subject argument.

10.3

Forward Composition

Forward composition permits two functions to compose to form a single composite function.
Functional composition is permissible when two functions are adjacent to one another and
where the head of one function is the same category type as the argument of the other
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teach+agent

like

movie

np

(s\np)/np

np
>

s\np
s
“The teacher likes movies.”

<

Figure 4.35: Sentence 683: Backward Application
function. Sentence 1158 (Figure 4.36) has a type-raised subject with a functional category of
s/(s\np) that composes with the verb’s functional category of (s\np)/np. The argument
of the type-raised subject is s\np which is the same as the head of the verb’s function s\np.
Since the head of one function is the same category as the argument of the other function,
they may compose together to form a single constituent.
fs-john fs-mary

love

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np
s/np

>B

>
s
“As for John, Mary loves him.”

Figure 4.36: Sentence 1158: Forward Composition

10.4

Backward Crossed Composition

The following examples in Figures 4.37 and 4.38 are of constituents that compose by backward
crossed composition. Backward crossed composition is a rule that allows constituents with
different directional slash types to compose in order to form a single constituent.
Sentence 768 (Figure 4.37) and 999 (Figure 4.38) have different constituent types
that utilize this rule. In sentence 768, the adverb composes with the verb; in sentence 999,
the object that is part of a base-generated topic sentence composes with the verb. The
composition can be seen in the underlines directly below buy yesterday and 1hlove ‘what’
labeled with a

<Bx .

In each example, the composed constituents form a new constituent

category that is a composite of the two original categories.
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book+ mother

buy

yesterday

finish

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np (s\np)\(s\np)

s\s

<Bx

s\np/np

>B

s/np

>

s

<
s
“As for the book, mother bought it yesterday; that’s done.”

Figure 4.37: Sentence 768: Backward Crossed Composition

‘what’

fs-john

1hlove

‘what’

s/(s/np) s/(s\np) (s\np)/np (s\np)\(s\np)
s\np/np
s/np
s
“What is it John loves, what?”

<Bx
>B
>

Figure 4.38: Sentence 999: Backward Crossed Composition
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Chapter 5
Evaluation

Various methods exist for evaluating a parser and/or grammar (Carroll et al., 1998).
Current practice is to evaluate a parser’s output by comparing it against an annotated gold
standard. A gold standard for a corpus consists of correct annotations provided by human or
automated means that provide “additional structured information” to data (Wissler et al.,
2014, p. 1). Some annotated corpora that have been employed to evaluate parsers include the
Penn Treebank, the British National Corpus, CCGbank and the Chinese CCGbank (Baldwin
et al., 2004; de Marneffe et al., 2006; Hockenmaier and Steedman, 2002a,b; Tse and Curran,
2012). Different approaches can be taken when evaluating parser output; PARSEVAL is
one of the most well-known. It evaluates output based upon bracketed notations (Black
et al., 1991). Bracketed notation is equivalent to a parse tree whose words have been grouped
by brackets. PARSEVAL evaluates precision and recall, but it is not the only method for
evaluating a grammar.
Another parser evaluation method is Leaf-Ancestor, which compares the paths from
terminal nodes to root nodes of an output parse and compares those to a gold standard tree
parse (Rehbein and van Genabith, 2007). A variety of dependency-based evaluations are also
found in literature (Rimell et al., 2009). Semantic evaluation metrics also exist for parsers
(Bisk et al., 2016; Kübler et al., 2011), though this thesis does not address semantic parsing.
Typically, computer output is evaluated by precision and recall measures. The
evaluation undertaken in this thesis only examined precision. Precision is the proportion
of correct guesses made by the computer to the total number of guesses that the computer
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made. Recall is the proportion of correct guesses made by the computer to the total number
of correct guesses. I did not evaluate recall because when developing a grammar for a
low-resource language it is often not evaluated until further refinement.

1

Evaluation Method

As explained in Chapter 2, the derived parses for categorial grammars are akin to syntax
trees, only inverted. The ‘leaf’ nodes, i.e. lexical items, are at the top of the tree with the
root at the bottom (see Figure 5.1).
ix-3p*i teach+agent vomit/hate movie 3
np/n

n
np

(s\np)/np

np

>

s\np
s
“The teacher doesn’t like the movie.’

>
<

Figure 5.1: CCG parse for a sentence
The first line in the derived parse structure contains the lexical items. The levels below
the lexical items are composed of the lexical-syntactic categories assigned to each lexical
item and any derived constituent. The final level for all derived parses is a final constituent
composed of all the lexical items in the string.
Since no gold standard exists for parsing the NCSLGR Corpus, and quantitative scoring
for large-scale parsing of ASL has not been done before, this thesis introduces a method to
quantify the parsing accuracy. The evaluation undertaken here provides a better measure
than only reporting coverage, the “[c]alculation of the percentage of sentences from a given,
unannotated corpus that are assigned one or more analyses by a parser/grammar...”(Carroll
et al., 1998, p. 1). By itself, coverage is not a reliable measure for how a parser performs
because it does not address whether any of the generated parses are correct.
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Instead, I propose evaluating the parses based upon two metrics. The first metric
looks at whether the assigned category for each lexical item and each composed constituent
is correct. The second metric scores each constituent and whether it has been combined
correctly. As discussed in Section 3.1, constituents may compose together via Combinatory
Categorial Grammar rules in various ways. If given constituents are appropriately composed,
then the result is considered correct.
The overall scoring algorithm is as follows:
1. Select a parsed sentence from the corpus.
2. Select the most correct parse for that sentence.
3. Determine the total number of derivations in the parse.
4. For each derivation, identify whether the correct category has been assigned.
5. For each derivation, determine whether its constituency combination is correct.

2

Evaluation Examples

Consider the scoring method for the following example sentences. Figure 5.2 shows the
derivational parse for utterance 1221. The sentence contains a subject, a grammaticalized
tense lexeme, and an intransitive verb. Each lexeme has the correct lexical-syntactic category
assigned, and each compositional constituent derivations also has the correct category. Hence
the output has a score of five out of five for the Syntactic Category Score.
fs-john

future

go-out

np

(s\np)/(s\np)

s\np

s\np
s
“John will go.”

>
<

Figure 5.2: Parse for sentence 1221
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To obtain the total possible score for any parse, each constituent combination is
also evaluated. The parse in Figure 5.2 has a total of five distinct line combinations. The
composition of each is correct, so the total Constituency Combination score is five out of five.
Figure 5.3 is an example of a parse where two of the type categories are incorrect, but
where the constituency combination is correct.
fs-mary 2hknow+neg answer
np

s\np/(s\np)
s\np

s\np
>

<
s
“Mary doesn’t know the answer.”

Figure 5.3: Parse for sentence 1188
In this sentence, fs-mary has the correct category, whereas 2hknow+neg and
answer do not. Within the grammar the lexeme 2hknow+neg has available to it the
transitive predicate category of s\np/np. Instead of applying that category in this context
the parser applied the complex functional category of (s\np)/(s\np). answer was also
assigned an incorrect lexical-syntactic category. Instead of np it was assigned s\np. Although
the individual categories are incorrect, in this case the constituent content is correct when
2hknow+neg and answer do combine. The predicate category is able to compose with the
subject np category so as to yield a final derivational category of s. For this parse the final
score for the Syntactic Category Score is three and the Constituency Combination Score is
five, and the total possible score is five for each. Table 5.1 reports sample scores from the
first ten parsed sentences.

3

Final Results

The evaluation for the parser was done by hand. In total, 1,735 utterances were evaluated
out of a possible total of 1,866 utterances; the reason is that for 131 sentences no parse was
generated by the system. If a parse was not obtained for a sentence it was either due to a
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Utterance
789
1197
1319
342
1222
1221
1550
914
1626
1285
Total score

Syntactic Category Score
9
6
5
5
9
5
22
7
11
14
93
82%

Constituency Combination Score
10
6
5
5
9
5
22
7
15
12
96
85%

Possible
12
7
5
5
9
5
25
7
22
16
113
100%

Table 5.1: First 10 evaluated sentences

missing lexical item in the morph.xml file, or the available lexical-syntactic category types
could not compose given the current rule base. Each successfully parsed sentence has at least
one generated parse. The most correct parse for each sentence is the one that was included
in the final evaluation. The process for selecting which parse to evaluate depended upon
the parse having the fewest number of constituent compositions along with having the most
correct number of lexical-syntactic categories present. The evaluation process was followed
for all 1,735 utterances, and took approximately 40 hours. This process was carried out by
one person. The evaluation results for the entire corpus are listed in Table 5.2.
Syntactic Category Score
12,862
58.14%

Constituency Combination Score
17,901
80.91%

Possible
22,124
100%

Table 5.2: Final evaluation results

The percentages in Figure 5.2 reflect the precision score based upon a modified
precision evaluation method. The modification comes from only evaluating the parse that
was the most correct for any given output sentence. The average number of generated parses
per sentence is 15.65. Only one parse for each sentence was selected out of an average of
15.65 parses per sentence.
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The scores presented1 stand as a benchmark since there is no gold standard of
parsed ASL data to compare to, especially one for Combinatory Categorial Grammar. The
Constituency Combination Score is greater than the Syntactic Category Score probably due
to CCG’s compositional flexibility. It is built to be able to derive a parse. Finally, the total
number of sentences which obtained a parse is 1,735 out of 1,866, yielding a coverage for this
grammar of 92.9%.

1

Pertinent files are downloadable at: http://linguistics.byu.edu/thesisdata/ASL-CCG.zip.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion

The two hypotheses I explored in this thesis are: 1. Combinatory Categorial Grammar
is well suited for use in parsing a sizable corpus of American Sign Language gloss, which
has apparently not been done yet; 2. The theoretical framework of Categorial Grammar can
provide analyses for a wide range of interesting constructions in ASL, whereas only a few
constructions have been addressed to date. In order to prove these hypotheses, I constructed
a grammar for ASL using OpenCCG implementing Combinatory Categorial Grammar. The
National Center for Sign Language and Gesture Resources Corpus was parsed using CCG.
Several ASL sentence constructions were analyzed and presented as evidence that Categorial
Grammar can model interesting ASL constructions.
Several limitations and opportunities for future work need to be mentioned in connection with this work. The first is with the corpus itself. Some glosses in the corpus were
assigned incorrect part-of-speech tags. For example, occasionally classifiers were tagged
incorrectly, which required preprocessing before the parse (see Appendix A). They were
labeled incorrectly as either verbs or nouns.
Second, the multi-modal extensions (Baldridge, 2002; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2003)
available in OpenCCG were not employed which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Had these
extensions been used it is possible that the accuracy of the generated parses would be higher,
because they allow for hierarchically ordered constraints on rule applications.
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Third, non-manual markers can possibly be added as features. The scope of the
NNMs can indicate constituency among the lexical items, thereby potentially increasing the
Constituency Combination Score.
Fourth, semantics was not built into this grammar.

Categorial Grammar and

OpenCCG are ideally suited for integrating syntactic and semantic parsing. If semantics is added to the grammar it should be able to increase system accuracy because tandem
parsing would constrain parser performance. This should decrease spurious derivations from
occurring.
A fifth point to mention is that recall was not used as a metric for evaluation. As is
often the case with new parser/grammar implementations for emerging languages without a
gold standard, scoring the parses for recall would have been too involved for this thesis.
Finally, the evaluation process needs to be addressed. It was done by hand by one
subject-matter expert. Having an individual evaluate all the results does not invalidate those
results, it just means that human error is possible given the limitations of fatigue, intuition,
and time constraints which all can affect how correctly an evaluation was carried out. It
would have been better to have had several people work on evaluating the generated parses.
That way results from many could be compared and a single evaluation could then be agreed
upon.
However, the limitations listed do not compromise the importance of this work. The
constructed grammar implemented in OpenCCG was able to parse the NCSLGR Corpus. The
work carried out also demonstrates the importance of having corpus data of ASL available to
researchers. If the NCSLGR Corpus did not exist this thesis would not have happened.
This thesis will hopefully serve as a spring-board for other researchers to study ASL.
Work can be started almost immediately to improve the generated results. Implementing the
multi-modal extensions can be a project easily undertaken because the bulk of the work has
already been done in constructing an ASL grammar. Adding semantic features would help in
the constituency composition because it could restrict spurious combinations. Lastly, there is
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an updated corpus of American Sign Language from the American Sign Language Linguistic
Research Project. The constructed grammar from this thesis could be applied to that corpus.
The work carried out in this thesis should be a starting point not a terminal destination.
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Appendix A
Preprocessing to the NCSLGR XML

Filename and line number
lapd.xml–line 3358
ncslgr10g.xml–line 480
ncslgr10l.xml–line 5632
speeding.xml–line 3565
three pigs.xml–line 2718
three pigs.xml–line 2719
three pigs.xml–line 6410
three pigs.xml–line 1821

Modification
added: <A E="1100" S="834" VID="8"/>
added: <A E="1633" S="1433" VID="8"/>
added: <A E="767" S="600" VID="12"/>
added: <A E="2066" S="1666" VID="10"/>
added: <A E="2333" S="2166" VID="8"/>
added: <A E="2533" S="2366" VID="8"/>
added: <A E="67" S="0" VID="0"/>
changed: The VID value from 8 to 14; corrected from
Verb to Classifier.
three pigs.xml–line 6492
changed: The VID value from 0 to 14; corrected from
Noun to Classifier.
ali.xml–line 1351
added: <A E="5267" S="5233" VID="9"/>
boston-la.xml–line 2039
added: <A E="2700" S="2400" VID="16"/>
dorm prank.xml–line 5932
changed: The VID value from 0 to 15; corrected from
Noun to Classifier.
DSP Dead Dog Story–line 809 added: <A E="1000" S="0" VID="2"/>
ncslgr10n.xml–line 1730
changed: The VID value from 5 to 16; corrected from
Wh-word to Particle.
scarystory.xml–line 2058
added: The TRACK tag did not have a closing forward
slash, so I added one.
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Appendix B
21 NCSLGR utterances not included
The utterances listed here were not included in the final data set used in this thesis.
These were dismissed due to not being able to incorporate non-dominant hand gloss with the
dominant hand gloss.
1. LOOK:i BCL’holding and examining hand’ 1h5’wave no’+ IX-1p SUMMON FOR
SECOND OPINION **NON-DOM** FINGER SUMMON
2. FACE+SAME IX-loc:i REALLY+WORK SCL:B’finger being cut by machine’ IX-1p
5’that’s the way it is’ **NON-DOM** FINGER FINGER
3. #SO START fs-TO BPCL:V’stand up’-inceptive REALLY SHAKE ANSWER+AGENT
5’you know’ LITTLE-BIT AFRAID NOT KNOW HOW TO/UNTIL CONFRONT
THAT SITUATION **NON-DOM** LCL:B-L’ground’ CONFRONT
4. FINE OTHER THAN EAT IX-1p CAN COMPARE POSS-3p:i ENVIRONMENT
**NON-DOM** POSS-3p:j
5. IX-1p LOOK:j DCL:5’headlights on’ FINISH **NON-DOM** DRIVE
6. IX-1p 1hTEND SCL:1’sneaking’ CAUSE PROBLEM FOR OTHER LIVE **NONDOM** MAKE+AGENT DCL:5’roof’
7. ICL:S’holding carrier from the top’ WOMAN LOOK:t NOT POSS-1p DOG IX-3p:t
**NON-DOM** ICL:B-L’holding carrier from the bottom’ fs-OH

8. 5MAN ICL:S’holding carrier from the top’ **NON-DOM** fs-OH ICL:B-L’holding carrier from the bo

9. ICL:S’holding carrier from the top’ **NON-DOM** i:1hCOME:h ICL:B-L’holding carrier from the bo
10. ICL:S’hold carrier from top’ DOG 1hDIE **NON-DOM** ICL:B-L’hold carrier from bottom’
11. ICL:S’holding carrier from top’ COLLAR DCL’tags swinging’ ICL:S’holding carrier from top’
1hHAVE ICL:S’holding carrier from top’ **NON-DOM** ICL:B-L’holding carrier from bottom’
1hHAVE IX-3p:t ICL:B-L’holding carrier from bottom’
12. ICL:S’holding carrier from top’ 5WOMAN KNOW+ IX-3p:t NOT POSS-1p DOG
part:indef **NON-DOM** ICL:B-L’holding carrier from bottom’
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13. 2hPCL:5wg’people rushing left to right’:m ICL:S’pick up carrier from top’ **NONDOM** ICL:B-L’pick up carrier from bottom’
14. SPECIAL/EXCEPT+fs-LY WHEN IX-3p:m FOOTBALL REALLY ONLY LAW COMPETITION IX-2p CAN BPCL:bent-B’body hitting’ SOMETHING/ONE #SO HARD
AND NOT GET PRICE FOR fs-IT **NON-DOM** SCL:1’person’
15. IX-1p REALLY SAD COW CANNOT MOVE REALLY SEE 5’wow’ 1hWOW/AWFUL
SCL:3’vehicle moving’ REALLY END fs-OF THAT PRISON SCL:5’enclosed fence’ IXloc:t 1hHAVE fs-BUTCHER-SHOP REALLY ICL’cutting head off’ SHOW DIE COW
BPCL:2’cow hanging’ **NON-DOM** LOOK:t MOVE DRIVE SCL:5’enclosed fence’
ICL:C’holding neck’ IX-1p LOOK:t
16. REALLY POSS-1p IX-1p ALONE 1hHAVE FRIEND DRIVE IX-1p DRIVE++++++
**NON-DOM** DRIVE REALLY TWO FRONT
17. ICL’heart beating in the hand’ BCL’walking while carrying person’ **NON-DOM**
ICL’carrying victim’
18. 2hSCL:3’vehicle following car’ SIREN SCL:3’vehicle following car’ HEARING BPCL:F’eyes moving’
IX-loc:l **NON-DOM** SCL:3’vehicle driving’ SCL:3’vehicle driving’
19. REALLY ENOUGH IX-3p:i COP SCL:3’vehicle pulls behind vehicle’ **NON-DOM**
ENOUGH SCL:3’vehicle driving’
20. MISTAKE REALLY+WORK ENOUGH COP+ SCL:3’vehicle pulls behind other car’
**NON-DOM** DRIVE IX-3p:i SCL:3’vehicle driving’
21. COP OH-I-SEE POSS-1p MOTHER+FATHER DEAF **NON-DOM** IX-3p:m
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